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About Offroading
Off-roading is the activity of driving or riding a vehicle on unsurfaced roads or tracks, made of materials
such as sand, gravel, riverbeds, mud, snow, rocks, and other natural terrain.
Traveling on off-road terrains require vehicles capable of accommodating off-road driving such as ATVs.
These vehicles accommodate off road conditions with extended ground clearance, off-road tires and
drive-train. Some manufacturers offer vehicles specifically meant for off-road use.
Recreational Offroading
Cross-country
Cross-country off-roading is an activity that lasts several days on routes less travelled or other terrains.
Routes generally have obstacles in largely uninhabited and uncharted terrain.
Green laning
Green laning (or two-tracking) is a leisure pursuit, generally suitable for any four-wheel-drive vehicle,
even those without modifications or additional equipment. The term green lane refers to the fact that
the routes are predominantly along unsurfaced tracks, forest tracks, or older roadways that may have
fallen into disuse.
Competitive trials
Trials are probably the safest form of motorsport. All progress is made at low speed and the emphasis is
on skill, rather than finishing first although trialing can be highly competitive.
Vehicle modification
While production vehicles with off-road capabilities can travel on unsurfaced roads, modifications are
needed to travel on terrains exceeding capabilities of original configuration.
Environmental impact
Off-road vehicle use on public land has been criticized by the government and environmental organizations .They have noted several consequences of illegal ORV use such as pollution, trail damage,
erosion,land degradation, possible species extinction,and habitat destruction which can leave hiking
trails impassable.ORV proponents argue that legal use taking place under planned access along with the
multiple environment and trail conservation efforts by ORV groups will mitigate these issues. Many
offroad groups from various parts of the globe advocate Treadlightly, which is the responsible use of
public lands used for off-road activities.
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The initial five member offroad team collectively named
MudHogs by team members Hemanth, Narthan, Anush,
ShriRam and Pranesh was formed for people who want to
drive off road and wheel with a knowledgeable bunch of off
roaders and also help beginners drive and understand their
4wd vehicles and use them to their maximum potent.
MudHogs pledge to organise meet-ups with other Jeepers or
fellow off-roaders to swap info, go off-roading, and have tons of
fun. Got a New Jeep? New to Jeeping? Don't have a Jeep yet?
We'll be glad to show you how to play with your new toy and
everything about them and what to watchout for.
So guys we live in a town where we see too many clean metal
boxes with clean rubbers and shiny new 4x4 stickers on them. It's
time to let those metal boxes get dirty once in a while and see what
they were built for in the first place.

About Event
Sakleshpur Byramudi off beat drive is being held in a private property around sakleshpur.
The event dates are on the 1st and 2nd November 2014,
The first day consists of a drive through extreme natural terrain which includes stream crossings and
steep inclines with lots of slush and scenic views.
The second day consists of a man made competitive track which will test the capability of the vehicle
and driver. It is a techincal stage and does not comprise of speed. Vehicles will have 3 categories Open,
Petrol and Diesel.
About Sakleshpur
The town lies in the Malnad region on the magnificent hills of the biodiversity hotspot, the Western
Ghats. It has a temperate climate surrounded with forests and lofty green hills full of coffee, cardamom,
pepper and arecanut plantations and natural terrain which is best suited for off-road vehicular activity.
Event Location
Byramudi Estate ,
Devarunda,
Sakleshpur
Directions:
From Sakleshpur :
Drive towards Hanbal 17 Kilometers
Continue towards Devaladakere 6 Kilometres
Continue Towards Devarunda 3 Kilometers.

FOR ENTRIES CONTACT:
Narthan Byramudi - 9980547746
Shriram Bhagwan - 9449894999
Hemanth Dhanpal - 9901967888
Pranesh Murthy - 9965551947
Anush Byramudi - 9482680888

http://on.fb.me/1tinh1D

About Event
Saturday 1st November
7: 00 AM - Event HQ opens, Registration starts along with Breakfast
08:30 AM - Flagoff
12:30 PM - Lunch served @common gathering point
01:00 PM - Post lunch entry to Stage
05:30 PM - Fellowship starts along with open Bar, DJ music, felicitation and artist performance
08:30 PM - Dinner /Party continues
Sunday 2nd November
08:30 - Event HQ open, Breakfast
09:30 - Skill driveS starts
12:30- Lunch
02:30 - Prize distribution
03:00 - Event closes.

Disclaimer
For participation in the MudHogs Sakleshpur Byramudi Offbeat Drive , the participant hereby agrees
that MudHogs does not assume any liability or responsibility for any property damage or injury or
death. Participant assumes full responsibility for all property damage or injury or death resulting. The
participant shall assume full responsibility and risk for any property damage, injury or death while
participating in and at this event. Participant hereby agrees he/she is assuming a risk and
agrees to the following:
(A) That the owner/driver certifies that he/she has inspected his/her vehicle and that
the vehicle is in good working order and consent to a search of their vehicle at any time,
(B) That each participant has informed himself/herself about the event and the trails
involved in the event, that the trails are hazardous, dangerous and unpredictable.
(C) That he/she has read all the foregoing Release and Waiver of Liability & Indemnity
language provided by MudHogs.
(D) No drugs or alcohol of any kind are allowed in any vehicle at any time at the event.
I consent to any MudHog staff to confiscate any drugs or alcohol found in my vehicle.
(E) That neither participant nor MudHogs have formed a relationship of any kind.
Any other information, notwithstanding, shall be considered casual only and does not
constitute legal advice.
(F) All events will be held regardless of rain, shine, cold weather or storm.
(G) MudHogs reserves the exclusive and sole right to change this Disclaimer at any time.
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